There are those saying.....spreading false information?
There are those who allege Taj Tarik Bey is not affiliated with us. What we can say with
certainty is Taj throughout the years, has assisted many in their endeavors. We are also
aware that many associated Taj Tarik Bey's choice to support the Consular Courts as if it
was R.V. Bey Publications choice to support it as well, because he has been associated
with us over many years and that relationship can never be erased. However, R.V. Bey
Publications website was established behind the desk of RahsMariah Bey with Sister
Anaidah El, being the virtual editor, into days and late nights some years ago. R.V. Bey
Publications, as a publication force was established by RahsMariah Bey even earlier than
that, being on the path then, and into now more than 20 years later.
Others have taken the assumed association with R.V. Bey Publications and Consular
Courts full-throttle to convince masses that we were / are a party and anyone involved
would be "assisting us" - NOT TRUE. Others say it is all about unity and we need to be
supportive and united as the Consular Court representatives initially claimed we were. If
we were involved as they in fact initially claimed and others assumed, we would know
that and would have made it known that we were involved. As they gained notice, they
began and currently tell people the opposite, which is not to associate with us, not to
support us and they say we are taking this whole thing personally with jealousy, envy,
and things that harm. We have always worked for the good and collective and have
always reserved our right to associate or not (Bill of Right #1). We also always give
verifiable, substantiated evidence for our position(s) to the collective as we did with the
history chronology and lawful defines of Consular Courts.
We trust this puts a brighter light on all of us amidst the confusion. We trust you will
continue to support us even in the recent delays in regards to processing card and book
orders as a result of our moving our office equipment to establish a venue for thorough
classroom instructions. While we consider this a good and upward move, we know
nothing comes without agitation and we recognize at the same time, things became
enmeshed with confusion surrounding other entities intent and happenings. We also
recognize that "Divine Law Governs ALL Events". We look forward to your continued
interest and activity and we Thank you for your patience with us, Yet, the Universe
thanks you More ... Moor. May Peace Abide with you always.
"In Shah Allah"
*FREE YOURSELF BY KNOWING AND BEING YOURSELF
To assist in removing mental Slavery you must have and use the Tools of the workshop of the mind to do
so, they are similar to the "carpenter's tools" Reference: Chapter 5 of the Circle 7 Holy Koran, divinely
PREPARED by Prophet Noble Drew Ali.
**FOLLOW THE DICTATES OF YOUR SOUL
In regards to KNOWING National Principles we highly suggest in your studies to learn the life works of
Prophet Noble Drew Ali, whether you are a member or not in the MSTA Religious Arm. He coined the
Moors Divine and National Movement of the WORLD and the Moorish Holy TEMPLE of Science, or

Moorish TEMPLE of Science as the often used shortened version, BEFORE he established the MSTA
Religious membership, of which since that time many others have been established and not by or under
him. His works were Civic in nature meaning he intended for you to know Law, both Divine and National
and link yourself BACK to the family of Nations so you can take Your Place amongst the affairs of Man.
The 1st Degree is to know you are not negroe, colored, black or Ethiopian and that is just the 1st degree,
the initiation of the purpose of the body of information in the first place. Many have obtained that degree
and strive to continue to rise to rid themselves of the Mental Slavery. This must be done first before you
find out just how much you do not know by being told. You must also learn by signs and symbols. Learn
those symbols and do not rebuke them because of what you have been TOLD. For those coming in,
referred to as 'new-comers" or neo-phytes, etc. rightly they are the Young and Yet unborn, regardless to
age, and ought not let anything or anyone distract or de-rail them. You and I, and all of us, already have
everything we need to free ourselves. Follow the dictates of your soul and you will find yourself where
you can solve your problems best and that is where we all need to be -- Solving Our Problems!

Peace and Love Forever Moor
RahsMariah Bey, Publisher
R.V. Bey Publications

